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Introduction

The Unified Planning Work Program identifies transportation planning and programming activities that are to be undertaken in the Capital Region during the state fiscal year (April 1 to March 31). The intent of the comprehensive work plan is to coordinate all federally funded transportation-related planning activities in the region.

This Performance and Expenditure Report fulfills the requirements of Title 23 §420.117 of the Code of Federal Regulations related to monitoring and reporting requirements of Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Metropolitan Planning funds by sub recipients “to assure that the work is being managed and performed satisfactorily and that time schedules are being met.” It additionally fulfills reporting requirements to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) related to Metropolitan Planning Program (MPP) funds. These grants are indicated in this report as FHWA PL, FTA X032, and FTA X031. A summary of other federal, state, and local funds budgeted and expended is provided for information only.

Summary of CDTC Expenditure Report: Other Federal & Local Funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2022-23 Budget</th>
<th>Total Expended</th>
<th>Balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.68 NYSMPO SCI-Staff Services</td>
<td>250,000.00</td>
<td>147,107.01</td>
<td>102,892.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Albany County-Highway Inventory</td>
<td>12,000.00</td>
<td>8,625.98</td>
<td>3,374.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Schenectady-Highway Inventory</td>
<td>12,000.00</td>
<td>18,168.63</td>
<td>(6,168.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.68 Albany County-Loop Trail</td>
<td>18,000.00</td>
<td>27,592.51</td>
<td>(9,592.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.70 CDCC</td>
<td>76,500.00</td>
<td>76,500.00</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.61 NHPP/STGBP</td>
<td>135,000.00</td>
<td>50,459.02</td>
<td>84,540.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.14 CDCC-TDM</td>
<td>9,874.81</td>
<td>9,874.81</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Colonie GEIS</td>
<td>25,000.00</td>
<td>20,020.00</td>
<td>4,980.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Boght GEIS</td>
<td>15,000.00</td>
<td>2,724.66</td>
<td>12,275.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 LishaKill GEIS</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
<td>655.71</td>
<td>4,344.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.102 Malta GEIS</td>
<td>25,000.00</td>
<td>7,149.60</td>
<td>17,850.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2 NYSMPO SCI-Transit</td>
<td>381,914.00</td>
<td>318,031.94</td>
<td>63,882.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                              | 774,567.44     | 189,427.56    |             |
|---------------|-------------------|-------------|------------|-------------------|---------------------|---------------------|-------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| 60,000.00     | 62,716.18         | (2,716.18)  | 9,282.02   | 9,282.06          | (0.06)              | 20,000.00           | 26,773.43              | 6,773.43            |
| 150,000.00    | 102,516.05        | 3,383.95    | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 35,000.00     | 36,440.09         | (8,440.09)  | 5,231.00   | 5,230.39          | 0.61                | 10,000.00           | 26,138.25              | (16,138.25)         |
| 150,000.00    | 28,854.17         | 6,145.83    | 3,288.00   | 3,267.69          | 0.31                | 30,000.00           | 36,193.41              | (6,193.41)          |
| 150,000.00    | 47,107.00         | 102,893.00  | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 150,000.00    | 67,044.26         | (17,044.26) | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 72,500.00     | 70,536.82         | 1,563.18    | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 40,000.00     | 26,073.18         | 13,926.82   | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 25,000.00     | 20,079.36         | 4,920.64    | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 150,000.00    | 679,000.00        | 32,582.71   | 31,417.29  | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 21,805.00     | 25,524.12         | (3,719.12)  | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 40,000.00     | 4,940.31          | 35,059.69   | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 10,000.00     | 856.13            | 8,143.87    | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 40,000.00     | 13,433.67         | (3,433.67)  | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 30,000.00     | 36,193.41         | (6,193.41)  | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 30,000.00     | 36,193.41         | (6,193.41)  | -          | -                 | -                   | -                   | -                       | -                   |
| 2,393,069.00  | 1,850,479.46      | 542,589.54  | 67,473.00  | 67,435.21         | 37.79               | 469,727.00          | 404,233.60             | 65,493.40           |

Summary of CDTC Expenditure Report: FHWA PL & FTA MPP Funds
CDTC Staff Activities Per UPWP Task Description

44.21.00 Program Support & Administration

1.51 Committee Activities

**Goal:** To support ongoing administrative activities related to CDTC’s Policy Board, Planning Committee, Administrative and Finance Sub-Committee and other Policy Board sub-committees as needed.

**Actual Performance:**
- Two Policy Board meetings were held at which:
  - The 2023-2024 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) was solicited, developed, and approved.
  - Bridge NY Program projects were approved for inclusion in the 2022-2027 TIP.
  - Amendments to the 2022-2027 TIP were approved.
  - CDTC’s new name was approved, the Capital Region Transportation Council.
  - Federally required Safety Performance Measure Targets were approved.
  - CDTC’s Complete Streets Design Guide was presented.
  - Officers were nominated and appointed to the Policy Board as well as at-large members.
- Four Planning Committee meetings were held at which:
  - The 2023-2024 UPWP was solicited, developed, and approved for Policy Board action.
  - Numerous amendments to the 2019-2024 and 2022-2027 TIPs were approved.
  - TIP project selection actions and project delivery updates were reviewed.
  - The CDTC ADA solicitation was approved.
  - The Bridge NY Program guidance and solicitation were developed and released, projects were evaluated and approved for funding.
  - Data related to CDTC’s Environmental Justice/Title VI Analysis report was updated and approved.
  - An approach to developing an Equity Policy was approved.
  - Two CDTC/CDRPC Technical Assistance Program were approved for funding.
  - Presentations were given on the Patroon Creek Greenway Feasibility Study, CDTA’s BusPlus Red Line Upgrades, CDTC’s Smart Communities Toolbox, and the CDTC/CDTA Bus Lane Feasibility Study.
- The Administrative and Finance Subcommittee met twice.
- The Nominating Subcommittee met to nominate officers for the Policy Board and at large town/village members for the Policy Board and Planning Committee.
- Maintained membership lists, meeting calendars, and website content.
- Developed and distributed Policy Board, Planning Committee, and Administrative and Finance Subcommittee meeting notices, agenda packages, and meeting summaries.
- Monitored federal transportation related legislation and federal rulemakings.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.
Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

1.61 CDTC Operations and Management

Goal: To manage the day-to-day operations of CDTC and its staff to implement the metropolitan transportation planning process.

Actual Performance:
- Continued administrative activities related to staff supervision, recruitment, and staff meetings.
- Hired two interns.
- Initiated an update to CDTC’s Administrative Procedures and Employee Handbook.
- Prepared resolutions, memoranda of understanding (MOUs), and local agreements.
- Prepared and administered consultant and vendor contracts.
- Managed CDTC’s financial records and coordinated with CDTA’s accounting staff.
- Staff monitored the performance of the unamended TIP as recommended in CDTC’s 2020 federal certification review report.
- Staff attended professional development trainings and events including the Transportation Research Board Annual meeting and the Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations’ Annual Conference.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

1.65 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) Development and Reporting

Goal: To prepare and maintain CDTC’s UPWP and to report performance and progress.

Actual Performance:
- Monitored expenditures and 2022-2023 UPWP progress.
- Prepared and submitted the six-month DBE and Performance and Expenditure Reports.
- Developed and executed a new solicitation process for the 2023-2024 UPWP.
- Approved six planning study applications for the 2023-2024 UPWP.
- Developed the draft text and budget for the 2023-2024 UPWP.
- Held an extensive public participation process including one virtual meeting and a public open house for the 2023-2024 UPWP.
- CDRPC prepared status reports for the final two, three month periods in the fiscal year.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.
1.66 Environmental Justice and Title VI

Goal: To take reasonable steps to ensure no person is excluded from participation in, or denied the benefits of, CDTC’s metropolitan planning process on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, or economic status and to identify and address disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of CDTC’s programs, policies, and activities on minority and low-income populations.

Actual Performance:

• Developed an equity work plan for 2023.
• Trained staff on federal Limited English Proficiency (LEP) requirements and CDTC’s LEP implementation policies.
• Presented the findings from the Job Access in New York’s Capital Region report at a lecture at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI).
• Completed an Environmental Justice/Title VI Analysis including analysis of the 2022-2027 TIP, the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, and 2022-2023 UPWP.
• Continued to monitor Federal Environmental Justice guidance related to updated Executive Order 12898 and the Justice40 initiative, including the Climate and Economic Justice Screening Tool and the interim USDOT Equitable Transportation Community Explorer.
• Continued to increase the number of ongoing relationships with community groups in Environmental Justice areas, groups representing people protected by nondiscrimination regulations and other traditionally underserved populations.
• Developed budget and Identified consultants for a DEI staff training in FY 2023-2024.
• Held one Equity Advisory Committee meeting.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

1.68 NYSAMPO Administration

Goal: To support the New York State Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations (NYSAMPO) by administering the staff consultant contract on behalf of the association.

Actual Performance:

• CDTC coordinated with NYSDOT on the administration of the consultant contract.
• Consultant team coordinated and facilitated the following Working Group meetings:
  o Bicycle & Pedestrian Working Group:
    ▪ March 7 – virtual meeting
  o Climate Change Working Group:
    ▪ January 19 – virtual meeting
  o Freight Working Group:
    ▪ October 20 – virtual meeting
  o Modeling Working Group (with SUNY AVAIL):
    ▪ October 28 – virtual meeting
    ▪ December 9 – virtual meeting
- January 27 – virtual meeting
- February 24 – virtual meeting
- March 31 – virtual meeting
- **Safety Working Group:**
  - October 26 – virtual meeting
  - November 30 – virtual meeting
  - January 3 – virtual meeting
  - January 25 – virtual meeting
  - March 22 – virtual meeting
- **Transit Working Group:**
  - March 14 – virtual meeting
- **Transportation Systems Management & Operations Working Group:**
  - March 14 – virtual meeting
- **Public Engagement Community of Practice Group:**
  - November 3 – virtual meeting
  - January 12 – virtual meeting
  - March 29 – virtual meeting
- **Consultant Team Supported Working Group Activities and Products including:**
  - **Bicycle & Pedestrian Working Group:**
    - Coordinated with Working Group on e-bike fact sheet and potential training.
    - Worked with Bicycle & Pedestrian Working Group Counters sub-committee to develop meeting agenda.
  - **Modeling Working Group:**
    - Continued work as advisory committee for UAlbany AVAIL research on use of NPMRDS data set and new applications for the NPMRDS tool.
    - Transitioned to new staff consultant staff support lead for the Modeling Working Group.
  - **Transit Working Group:**
    - Continued to coordinate with NACTO for training for Working Group members and stakeholders.
  - **General Working Group:**
    - Conducted follow-up activities and coordination with Working Group members related to Carbon Reduction Program, Replica data, and NYSAMPO conference planning.
    - Updated Working Groups rosters and webpages for Working Groups as requested.
    - Regularly forward items of interest to Working Group members from partners.
    - Coordinated with Working Group chairs and members to update Working Group Work Plans for 2023-2024.
    - Submitted draft updated Work Plan to the NYSAMPO Executive Committee and then to the Directors Group participants. Incorporated comments into final Work Program.
    - Updated and maintained Working Group rosters and webpages as requested.
    - Regularly forward items of interest to Working Group members from partners and incorporated into meeting agenda where appropriate.
- **Additional NYSAMPO activities included:**
  - **NYSAMPO Conference:**
    - Continued with planning for 2023 NYSAMPO conference, to be held May 8-11, 2023. Held multiple calls with conference planning group, developed draft conference program, issued call for posters, and tracked registrations.
  - **Training:**
    - Coordinated and finalized arrangements with Esri and the MPOs for Esri Field Apps training course.
    - Finalized arrangements for the NACTO Training in Transit Street Design. The training session was held in Syracuse on March 21, 2023.
Began arrangements for a second session of the NACTO training event due to high demand. This will be held in Albany during summer 2023.

- **Performance Measures:**
  - Updated timeline document for required activities for the federal performance measures.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

### 1.69 NYSAMPO/AMPO/TRB Committees and Working Groups

**Goal:** To support CDTC staff involvement in Committees, Working Groups, training, and conferences related to the New York State Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations (NYSAMPO), the Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations (AMPO) and the Transportation Research Board (TRB).

**Actual Performance:**
- **AMPO Working Groups:**
  - Attended/participated in joint GIS & Data Visualization Interest Group/Data Interest Group webinar meeting regarding 2020 Census – *“What You Need to Know About Urban Boundaries”*.

- **NYSAMPO Working Groups:**
  - Attended and participated in bimonthly meetings of the Public Engagement Community of Practice meetings.
  - Reviewed and provided comments on the 2023-2024 NYSAMPO GIS Working Group Work Plan.
  - **NYSAMPO Freight Working Group:**
    - Held one virtual meeting on October 20, 2022.
    - Topics of discussion included the AVAIL NPMRDS Tool – Freight Module, NYMTC’s Regional Freight Land Use Study, and NY State Freight Plan Update.
    - Developed the 2023 Work Plan.
    - Coordinated with SMTC to arrange a tour of the Amazon facility in Clay, NY.
    - Staff continues to serve as chair.

- **NYSAMPO Modeling Working Group:**
  - Held five virtual meetings on October 28, December 9, January 27, February 24, and March 31.
  - Topics of discussion included the NPMRDS web tool, Replica data, and travel demand modeling best practices and use cases.
  - Developed the 2023 Work Plan.
  - Staff continues to serve as vice-chair.

- **Transit Working Group –** Attended two virtual working group meetings. Discussed NYSDOT’s Mobility Services RFI and upcoming NACTO Transit Street Design Guide Trainings.

- **Safety Working Group –** Attended four virtual working group meetings. Discussed recent state legislation regarding speed limits, and the new CLEAR Crash Data Viewer and Safety application as well as data use agreement.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.
Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

1.70 Public Participation

Goal: To support implementation of CDTC’s Public Participation Plan and maintain CDTC’s website, manage social media, and produce a newsletter.

Actual Performance:
- Developed and executed a public participation plan to solicit input and feedback on the creation and adoption of the UPWP that included two surveys, press releases, support materials, social media campaigns, an analysis and presentation of public feedback to Planning Committee and Policy Board, developed and posted an executive summary, and coordinated translation of executive summary.
- Coordinated with staff on the creation of public-facing surveys.
- Facilitated management of contact lists with administrative staff in implementation of consolidated contact management.
- Consulted with staff on public participation elements of Linkage Program studies, including giving feedback on public participation plans, strategies, tactics, and participating in meetings.
- Continued to expand outreach efforts to transportation disadvantaged communities for long term relationship building.
- Took control of Capital District Clean Communities social media accounts and maintained a regular presence.
- Facilitated staff input to rebranding effort.
- Expanded effort to regularly communicate federal transportation funding opportunities and trainings.
- Refined press release process to better track progress and collaborate with staff.
- Prepared educational materials and staffed a table at the Saratoga County Planning and Zoning Conference to increase awareness of the organization and its place in the planning process.
- Conceptualized, designed, and began production of inaugural Year in Review document.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

CDRPC Actual Performance:
- The Fall 2022 Newsletter featured important regional news, updates about training and webinars, updated grant opportunities and an overview of the CDRPC Corning Award winners.
- The Spring 2023 DataNews featured an analysis of the proposed Housing Compact legislation, sales tax, and unemployment.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

1.73 CDTC/CDRPC Technical Assistance Program

Goal: To provide Technical Assistance through staff time to local governments undertaking small community planning initiatives. Projects must be small in scale and scope, result in a defined product, and relate to the principles of CDTC’s metropolitan transportation plan.
**Actual Performance:**
- Met with potential applicants to discuss project proposals and coordinated with CDRPC.
- Progressed or completed the following technical assistance projects:
  - Riverside Avenue Access Improvements (City of Rensselaer)
    - CDTC prepared a Draft Riverside Access Improvements Tech Memo, revised it based on City comments.
    - The Final Tech Memo was prepared and transmitted to the City. This project is complete.
  - Reconnecting the West Side (City of Saratoga Springs)
    - The project kick-off meeting and site visit was held on December 1, 2022.
    - CDTC and CDRPC staff collected data and developed an Existing Conditions Memo.
    - A Stakeholder Meeting, coordinated by CDRPC, was held on February 8th.
  - East Greenbush Natural Resource Inventory
    - CDTC and CDRPC converted the Town’s Natural Resource Inventory GIS files into a publicly available online map viewer for use by the town’s Conservation Advisory Council (CAC), Planning Board, Town Board, developers and residents.
    - The final deliverable has been shared with the Town. This project is complete.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**CDRPC Actual Performance:**
CDRPC, with CDTC, provided technical assistance to several communities.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

### 1.75 Linkage Program Administration and Support

**Goal:** To administer and support CDTC’s Community and Transportation Linkage Planning Program (Linkage Program). Planning initiatives funded through the Linkage Program are listed as individual tasks in the UPWP.

**Actual Performance:**
- Coordinated and scheduled two Community Planner Forum meetings.
- Maintained CDTC’s project database and project summaries.
- Tracked Linkage Project progress and implementation and updated Online Linkage Map (see also Task 2.29).
- Coordinated annual project solicitation materials and project evaluation process with the UPWP solicitation.
- Updated CDTC’s Linkage Program Planning Study Administration Procedures for 2023 including Americans with Disabilities Act, Environmental Justice, Environmental Mitigation, Limited English Proficiency, Public Participation and other CDTC requirements.
- Supported Linkage Program management.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**CDRPC Actual Performance:**
Staff participated on various Linkage Study advisory committees as part of the CDTC Linkage Grant Program.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.
Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

44.22.00 General Development and Comprehensive Planning

2.25 Transportation Data Collection

Goal: To collect and analyze transportation related data to support the metropolitan transportation planning process.

Actual Performance:
- Reviewed RFP proposals submitted for the On-Demand Motor Vehicle, Bicycle, and Pedestrian Count Services traffic volume (AADT) data, intersection turning moving counts, vehicle classification counts and bicycle and pedestrian count data.
- Selected National Data and Surveying Services Inc. as the consultant.
- Additional data collection activities completed:
  - Trail user counts
  - Park and Ride lot utilization
  - Prepared before-and-after analyses for locations counted in the 2021-2022 Data Collection Services study; summarized findings in technical memo and presented to CDTC’s Policy Board
  - Updated CDTC’s Trail, Sidewalk, and Bicycle Infrastructure databases including the mileage inventory.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

2.28 Census and Capital Region Indicators

Goal: To use and disseminate data from the US Census, the American Community Survey (ACS) and other national, state, and regional data sets to support regional and local planning, the development of regional and local plans and studies and to make current data products more accessible and useful for communities and stakeholders.

Actual Performance:
- Monitored the delineation and release of 2020 Decennial Census Urban Areas and informed staff and stakeholders of the update process and timeline.
- Downloaded the 2020 Census Urban Area tabular and GIS files, created a summary of changes between 2010 and 2020 and other summaries for staff/members.
- Downloaded updated Census data to use in CDTC’s Environmental Justice and Title VI related plans, planning studies, programs, and products.
- Attended Virtual Census Data for Transportation Planning Subcommittee Meeting.
- Attended Virtual FTA meeting discussing 2020 Urban Areas.
Attended Census and Census-related webinars and training; two Webinar Trainings - CTPP Data Access Software Advanced and Ins and Outs and Whereabouts of Census Bureau Geography.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently however release dates for some 2020 Decennial Census products have been delayed limiting task activity.

**CDRPC Actual Performance:**
- Continue to work on improvements to capitalregionindicators.org that will include better data and mapping features. The site has been updated to include indicators by zip code and school district.
- Launched the new regional indicators website capitalregionindicators.org. This new user-friendly resource features dynamic data visualizations which allows citizens to easily explore data and trends impacting communities in the capital region. The website is intended to spur discussion about, and facilitate a better understand of, changes in our communities' well-being over time and serve as a key resource for data needed by non-profits, businesses, and government agencies at UAlbany.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

### 2.29 Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

**Goal:** To use geospatial technologies such as GIS in data warehousing, data analysis and map production to inform the metropolitan transportation planning process and to support the development of planning studies, programs, and products.

**Actual Performance:**
- Maintained and upgraded CDTC’s GIS software and hardware and staff access to equipment.
- Provided GIS technical assistance and training to staff.
- Participated in UAlbany’s GIS Day – tabled and served on a career advisement/resume review panel.
- Created GIS maps and mapping to support the metropolitan transportation planning process.
- Maintained and enhanced existing GIS databases.
- Maintained access to and acquired updated and new GIS data from municipal, regional, and state agencies.
- Maintained and enhanced CDTC’s existing Online Mapping Applications and mapping content on CDTC’s website.
- Managed CDTC’s GIS data.
- Enhanced trail and trail related databases in preparation to build an Online Trail Map.
- Responded to internal and external GIS data requests.
- GIS staff attended a 2-day virtual GIS Training course through NYSAMPO: ESRI Field Data Collection and Management Using ArcGIS.
- Continued training on software and programming languages.
- Updated Environmental Mitigation Map template with updated Environmental data layers.
- Created Environmental Mitigation maps for planning studies.
- Researched software products and technologies.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.
CDRPC Actual Performance:
- Staff continues to update and maintain its GIS, utilizing the system for internal project analysis, local technical assistance and to provide GIS products and services to local governments, agencies, and citizens on request.
- Staff has been developing a series of demographic, land use, and regional growth maps, assembled in an online story map format.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

2.30 Pavement Condition Inventory Support

Goal: To support CDTC staff training for the conduct of regular pavement condition surveys of Capital Region roads. CDTC's Metropolitan Transportation Plan and the Transportation Improvement Program rely on pavement condition data that is comprehensive, reliable, and easily accessible.

Actual Performance:
- Managed non-contractual inventories.
- Requested pavement data from NYSDOT.
- Researched options to hire consultants for pavement data collection and developed costs per lane mile.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

2.30.1 Pavement Condition Inventory Albany County

Goal: To carry out the annual pavement condition survey of Albany County-owned roads (signed County Routes) under contract to Albany County.

Actual Performance:
- Performed pavement condition ratings and QA/QC.
- Created and sent draft and final deliverables to County.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

2.30.3 Pavement Condition Inventory City of Schenectady
Goal: To carry out a pavement condition survey of Schenectady City-owned roads under contract to the City of Schenectady.

**Actual Performance:**
- Revised pavement condition ratings.
- Created and sent draft and final deliverables to City.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

---

44.23.01 Long-Range Transportation Planning (LRTP) – System Level

3.11 STEP Model Development and Maintenance

Goal: To update and enhance the CDTC Systemic Transportation Evaluation and Planning (STEP) Model to incorporate the latest Census data for population and households, and fully incorporate CDRPC forecasts of population, households, and employment, as well as recent traffic counts. STEP Model is a four-county travel demand model that includes all federal-aid roads and highways in CDTC’s metropolitan planning area.

**Actual Performance:**
- Made refinements to the STEP model roadway network, traffic analysis zones, and other background assumptions.
- Continued to monitor and incorporate the latest available traffic counts and Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) updates.
- Continued to prepare for the upcoming release of the 2020 Census data and (future) Census-based CDRPC forecasts of population, households, and employment.
- Researched methods for incorporating Replica, NPMRDS, and other location-based data sources for model calibration/validation and surveying/capturing household travel patterns household travel survey data.
- Built Travel Demand Modeling proficiency for new staff including on-the-job and formal training opportunities, such as PTV VISUM software training.
- Attended the 2022 PTV Users Conference.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.
3.21 Climate Change Initiative

**Goal:** To coordinate with local, regional, and State partners to develop more resilient and sustainable transportation networks that contribute to the reduction of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions.

**Actual Performance:**
- Coordinated with CDRPC on the development of a regional GHG emissions inventory for transportation.
- Tracked legislation and programs related to the NYS Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (CLCPA).
- Supported Capital District Clean Communities Coalition activities and initiatives where appropriate, see Task 4.70.
- Attended a FHWA Charging and Fueling Infrastructure Program webinar.
- Attended four Transportation Work Group meetings related to NYSERDA’s NY Climate Assessment.
- Reviewed and commented on the Transportation Chapter of NYSERDA’s NY Climate Assessment.
- Collaborated with NYSERDA and NYSDEC staff on efforts related to clean transportation, including the ongoing Clean Transportation Prizes, Clean Transportation Roadmap, and Climate Smart Communities Program.
- Worked with CDRPC staff to develop a plan of action for the EPA Pollution Prevention Program grants. Supported CDRPC’s Letter of Intent to EPA.
- Also see Task 6.16.2

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

3.31 Infrastructure Planning

**Goal:** To implement the infrastructure and financial planning recommendations of CDTC’s New Visions 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan. Key recommendations of New Visions 2050 are to document highway and bridge condition and to maintain assets in a state of good repair.

**Actual Performance:**
- Administered the BRIDGE-NY Program by preparing application guidance and an evaluation process in consultation with NYSDOT for approval by Planning Committee.
- Issued the BRIDGE-NY guidance and solicitation with applications due on January 6th, 2023. CDTC staff evaluated the projects and prepared funding recommendations for Planning Committee and Policy Board approval.
- Presented BRIDGE-NY program to Policy Board March 2, 2023.
- In conjunction with Task 5.01 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Development and Maintenance; managed the TIP Task Force. Conducted stakeholder outreach, prepared agendas, prepared presentations and drafted a policy document for Task Force review.
- TIP Task Force meetings were held December 14th, 2022 and February 15th, 2023.
- Requested and received 2021 State Federal Aid Pavement data; began analysis for infrastructure condition reporting.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.
3.35 Town of Hoosick Asset Management Plan

*Goal:* To develop an asset management plan for Town roads in the Town of Hoosick.

*Actual Performance:*
- Rereleased RFP for a $33,000 contract to hire a consultant to develop a Town of Hoosick Asset Management Plan.
- Reviewed RFP proposals submitted.

*Progress in Meeting Schedule:* The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

*Approved UPWP Revisions:* There were no revisions to this task.

*Other Pertinent Supporting Data:* There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

3.41 New Visions 2050 and MTP Refinement

*Goal:* To continue to implement New Visions 2050, the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP), for CDTC’s planning area and to prepare for the MTP update due in 2025.

*Actual Performance:*
- Planned, coordinated, and hosted monthly New Visions Virtual Learning Series webinars, five were held in the reporting period, which were all approved for Certification Maintenance credits by the NY Upstate Chapter of the APA and are available on the CDTC YouTube channel.
- Developed a draft Public Participation Plan for the upcoming MTP update.
- Met and coordinated with staff regarding the Congestion Mitigation Planning Process (see Task 3.22) and the Human Services Coordination Plan (see Task 6.12) and their integration with the MTP update.
- Worked with the Capital District Regional Planning Commission to develop a draft Regional Trends StoryMap.
- Researched and compiled peer MPO MTP best practices.
- Developed a timeline and draft scope for the MTP update, anticipated to be adopted in September 2025.

*Progress in Meeting Schedule:* The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

*CDRPC Actual Performance:*
Staff has been preparing demographic, land use, and regional growth maps, assembled in an online story map format, to support the existing conditions assessment of the long range transportation plan.

*Approved UPWP Revisions:* There were no revisions to this task.

*Other Pertinent Supporting Data:* There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.
3.51 Performance-Based Planning

**Goal:** To include national performance goals for the Federal-Aid Highway and Federal Transit Programs in CDTC’s metropolitan transportation planning activities.

**Actual Performance:**
- Monitor, update and adopt, as needed, NYSDOT and CDTA targets that correspond to national performance goals.
- Background data was prepared for support of PM3 System and Freight Performance Measures to be presented at the April 2023 Planning Committee Meeting.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

44.23.02 Long-Range Transportation Planning (LRTP) – Project Level

3.22 Regional Operations and Congestion Management

**Goal:** To implement the operations recommendations of CDTC’s New Visions 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan and update CDTC’s Congestion Management Process (CMP).

**Actual Performance:**
- In conjunction with Task 3.22 Regional Operations, managed Regional Operations & Safety Advisory Committee (ROSAC); meetings held on December 15th, 2022 and March 16th, 2023.
- Attended monthly NYSAMPO Modeling Working Group meetings.
- Attended Replica Deep Dive webinars and Replica Community Technical webinars.
- Attended webinars relating to the federal Carbon Reduction Program in November 2022 and March 2023.
- Presented to RPI students on ITS; November 17th, 2022.
- Prepared write-ups of NPMRDS travel time reliability performance measures for NYSDOT.
- Attended ITS America SMART Mobility Series webinars in February 2023.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.
3.32 Regional Signal Timing Program

**Goal:** To create a formal Regional Traffic Signal Timing Program that includes region-wide signal screening, with particular emphasis on locally owned signals, to identify signal re-timing candidate locations and develop optimized timings.

**Actual Performance:**
- Initiated project scoping and stakeholder engagement.
- Prepared RFP for release on December 16, 2022 with a January 25, 2023 proposal deadline.
- Received six proposals which were reviewed and scored by CDTC staff and consultant selection committee members from the Cities of Albany, Schenectady, and Saratoga Springs. References for all six firms were contacted.
- Project kickoff expected April 2023.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

44.24.00 Short-Range Transportation Planning (SRTP)

4.17 Complete Streets

**Goal:** To support planning and implementation of Complete Streets in the region.

**Actual Performance:**
- Completed, posted online, and printed hard copies of the [Capital District Complete Streets Design Guide](#) for distribution to municipalities and firms conducting local roadway design.
- Drafted an RFP to solicit consultant assistance to further conduct intra-municipal coordination and training to build local capacity to implement Complete Streets.
- Conducted research on best practices for Complete Streets and drafted a broad Complete Streets Policy for consideration.
- Began to collect usage data at locations of upcoming infrastructure projects that will include significant complete streets elements.
- Worked with CDRPC to evaluate existing approaches to assess economic impacts of transportation projects.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**CDRPC Actual Performance:**
CDRPC continues to collaborate with CDTC on evaluating approaches to assess economic impacts of complete street transportation projects.
4.21 Freight Planning

Goal: To further CDTC’s freight planning efforts by facilitating the Freight Advisory Committee and augmenting CDTC’s Regional Freight & Goods Movement Plan (Freight Plan) recommendations.

Actual Performance:
• Held two Freight Advisory Committee (FAC) meetings:
  o On November 9, 2022, a joint meeting was held with the Clean Communities program and featured a multi-modal alternative vehicle showcase.
  o The February 15, 2023 meeting featured discussions about the Collaborative Approaches to Foster Energy Efficient Logistics in the I-87 project, the City of Rensselaer Tech Assist Project and the Regional Truck Parking Study.
• Continued to encourage participation in the FAC, particularly from private sector freight interests, and to reach out to new potential members.
• Continued development of the Regional Truck Parking Study:
  o The study is inventorying public and private truck parking supply and demand in the region, identifying major factors and trends affecting overnight truck parking, developing a local truck-parking toolkit, and making recommendations to improve truck parking conditions in the region.
  o Existing conditions have been collected, analyzed, and presented.
  o A draft truck parking toolkit was developed.
  o Study Advisory Committee meeting #2 was held, the Project Team held biweekly coordination meetings, and the Freight Advisory Committee held a working session.
• Continued to strengthen the relationship between the Freight Planning program and the Clean Communities program.
• Participated in all available FHWA Talking Freight Seminars, the Rutgers Railroad Trespassing & Grade CrossingViolation Webinar, AMPO’s Last-mile Small Freight Delivery Technologies seminar, and other online freight-related training opportunities.
• Participated in the consultant selection process for the NY State Freight Transportation Plan update; assisted NYSDOT with planning and implementing projects, programs, and policies identified in the CDTC Freight Plan and NY State Freight Transportation Plan.
• Continued to build a working relationship with regional higher education institutions, including the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) Volvo Center of Excellence for Sustainable Urban Freight Systems, and the University at Albany, to support their freight-related activities and develop new initiatives.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.
4.25 Energy Efficient Logistics Grant

**Goal:** To provide technical assistance to the US Department of Energy (USDOE): Energy Efficient Logistics Living Lab Grant project team.

**Actual Performance:**
- Participated as requested in the Collaborative Approaches to Energy-Efficient Logistics in the Albany - New York City Corridor project, a partnership with RPI.
- Reviewed draft project reports, including the pilot projects, and coordinated with members of CDTC’s Freight Advisory Committee.
- RPI project team provided project updates to CDTC’s Freight Advisory Committee.
- CDTC’s role in this project is complete.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

4.30 Smart Communities

**Goal:** To promote implementation of CDTC’s Smart Communities Toolbox of advanced technologies to improve transportation system safety, mobility, and accessibility.

**Actual Performance:**
- See Task 3.22 for other related work (regional signal timing, ITS, and EV planning)
- Managed consultant-led study that delivered a Smart Mobility Toolbox.
- Worked with the consultant, WSP, to develop a Smart Mobility Brochure for the Capital Region.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently. This task is complete.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

4.35 Health Impact Assessments

**Goal:** To develop a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) tool in coordination with local health department staff to inform decision-making about transportation planning, policy, and projects impacting public health.

**Actual Performance:**
- Met with the HIA subcommittee to review relevant data sources for use in a HIA prototype.
- Researched HIA models.
- Participated in the Albany County Health Alliance.
- Coordinated with CDRPC on the Communities of Excellence Initiative.
• Supported Albany County Closing the Gap initiatives funded through the Centers for Disease Control.
  o Completed a CHANGE Worksite Assessment.
  o Developed and presented guidance on Complete Streets and its potential health impacts.
  o Provided feedback on health and transportation initiatives in Albany County.
  o Connected health officials with transportation officials to coordinate Complete Streets training and education.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

CDRPC Actual Performance:
Worked with CDTC and Saratoga County to develop a set of indicators to capture the collective health and quality of life impact of programs, services and interventions provided by government and community partners.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

4.60 Capital Coexist

Goal: To provide traffic safety information and resources to all users of the transportation system, with safety programming and messaging focusing on recommendations in CDTC’s Local Road Safety Action Plan (2019).

Actual Performance:
• Identified and ordered new transportation safety and education materials to share with municipalities, schools and community organizations.
• Maintained Capital Coexist website.
• Presented an informational webinar titled “What You Need to Know to Plan a Walk & Roll Event in 2023”.
• Released the Bicycle Safety Training Program solicitation and identified four hosts for the 2023 season.
• Drafted the new Local Road Safety Education and Encouragement Program solicitation for Planning Committee approval.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

4.64 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Planning

Goal: To support municipalities toward the development of ADA Transition Plans.

Actual Performance:
• Completed the City of Saratoga Springs Self-Analysis and Transition Plan for Pedestrian Infrastructure, which was adopted by the City Council.
• Completed the City of Albany Self-Analysis and Transition Plan for Pedestrian Infrastructure.
• Executed a consultant contract to continue to facilitate completion of municipal transition plans for pedestrian infrastructure.
• Received and reviewed four municipal applications to conduct municipal Self-Analyses and Transition Plans for pedestrian infrastructure, and funded the Village of Ballston Spa, Town of Guilderland, and City of Troy.
• Released a map-based application displaying local information on local laws on snow removal.
• Monitored and recorded regional progress toward creating transition plans.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

4.67 Active Transportation Planning

Goal: To plan for active transportation through numerous initiatives related to safety, community assistance with trail, sidewalk, and bike path/lane planning and alignments, and the promotion of walking, bicycling and electric assist devices like electric bikes, scooters, and mobility-assistance devices.

Actual Performance:
• Planned, coordinated, and hosted six Active Transportation Advisory Committee meetings.
• Planned and coordinated presentations related to ADA Transition Plans, youth traffic safety education, active transportation master plans, statewide trail planning, etc.
• Coordinated with staff on the development of an online regional trail map (see Task 2.29).
• Participated in the Statewide Greenway Trails Plan Working Group – attended two virtual meetings.
• Advised local communities on planning, design, and maintenance of active transportation infrastructure and programming.
• Coordinated with staff to measure Complete Streets impacts (see Task 4.17) using Smart Growth America’s Benefits of Complete Streets Tool.
• Coordinated with staff on updating the Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress Visual Preference Survey.
• Managed and maintained a trail user count program (see also Task 2.28)
  o Conducted two trail counts – Albany Skyway and the Champlain Canal Trail in Waterford.
  o Developed and updated trail profiles with data collected from Eco-Counters.
  o Coordinated with NYSDOT, Parks and Trails New York, and Empire State Trail on ongoing trail count data sharing.
  o Collected requests for trail counts for Spring-Fall 2023.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

4.68 Capital District Trails Plan Implementation
Goal: To support the implementation of CDTC’s Capital District Trails Plan.

Actual Performance:
- The Patroon Creek Trail Feasibility Study was completed in August 2022 and presented to the CDTC Planning Committee in October 2022.
- CDTC staff promoted the completed Feasibility Study and coordinated with local governments on implementation initiatives.
- Staff completed the Albany County Loop Trail Feasibility Final Recommendations Memorandum.
- Staff met with Albany County staff to discuss the final recommendations and next steps for implementation.
- Staff continues to coordinate with Albany County on trail planning initiatives.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

4.70 Clean Communities

Goal: To host the Capital District Clean Communities Coalition (CDCC) and contribute to reduced emissions in the Capital Region through the promotion of alternative fuel vehicles as part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s (USDOE) Clean Cities Program.

Actual Performance:
- Completed tasks outlined in 2022 Clean Cities Coalition Agreement:
  - Provided local outreach on the CDTA Regional Mobility Hubs Feasibility Study.
  - Attended three bi-weekly check-in meetings and staffed an information table at CDTA Bus Stop in Amsterdam to distribute project survey.
    - Planned and Co-hosted a Multi-Modal alternative fuel vehicles showcase with CDTC Freight Advisory Committee on November 9, 2022. (Coordination with UPWP Task 4.21)
    - Planned and hosted an Electric Vehicles 101 presentation at the Bethlehem Public Library.
    - Planned and hosted an Electric Vehicles 101 presentation at the Crandall Public Library.
    - Met with local utilities and EV charging manufacturers to discuss regional incentives and opportunities for EV charging installations.
  - Completed all quarterly and end-of-year reporting requirements.
- Developed Draft Project Management Plan for Contract Clean Cities Contract year 2023:
  - Plan was submitted to the Department of Energy (DOE) on January 26, 2023.
- Completed tasks outlined in 2023 Clean Cities Coalition Agreement:
  - Attended two NREL Pilot project monthly calls.
  - Attended two Northeast Regional monthly calls.
  - Held Q1 stakeholder meeting and discussed planned work program for 2023 with stakeholders.
  - Initial and secondary outreach out to stakeholders in Q1 to collect information on alternative fuel vehicle fleets and fuel usage for the CDCC Annual Report.
  - Initial planning for participation in Glens Falls Drive Electric Earth Day.
  - Began developing Earth Day social media campaign.
- Initial planning for webinars and education events in 2023.
- Initial planning to continue EV 101 events at local libraries.
- Began research on available training curriculum for 2023.
- Continued bi-weekly online engagement using social media and CRM tools.

- Completed tasks outlined in the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Data Collection and Analysis “Flex Task”:
  - Developed a scope and executed contract on a project to collect data from regional vanpool and bike share to help USDOE quantify emissions reductions from programs that reduce Vehicle Mile Traveled (VMT)
  - Developed and distributed a survey for CDTC Region Vanpool and Bike share users.
  - Began developing a report to summarize findings from Survey results.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

**44.25.00 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)**

**5.01 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Development and Maintenance**

**Goal:** To develop and maintain a multi-modal program of transportation projects called the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). CDTC’s goal is to produce a balanced TIP that contributes to implementation of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, New Visions 2050, as well as NYSDOT’s Transportation Asset Management Plan.

**Actual Performance:**
- Worked on developing a database in MS Access capable of storing TIP project information and producing necessary output files and summary tables to maintain the 2022-2027 TIP.
- Researched other software and options for managing and making TIP project data available to the public via CDTC’s website (i.e., Tableau, EcoInteractive, PowerBI)
- Held two meetings of the CDTC TIP Task Force to debrief on the 2022 TIP development process and gather feedback on how to update CDTC’s TIP development and maintenance procedures for future updates. (Coordination with UPWP Task 3.31)
- Performed ongoing maintenance to the current TIP / STIP including processing TIP amendments and administrative changes.
  - During the reporting period there were 45 Project Selection (Administrative) changes and 27 Amendments.
- Performed ongoing monitoring of Fiscal Constraint and TIP / STIP performance.
- Coordinated with local project sponsors, consultants, and NYSDOT to receive detailed updates on existing TIP projects.
- Updated the CDTC local project delivery spreadsheet and provide it to the Planning Committee at each meeting to track data on the TIP project scope, schedule, and budgets.
- Performed ongoing maintenance to the current TIP GIS database and online mapping tool.
• Performed ongoing maintenance to the CDTC TIP webpage.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

### 5.21 Air Quality Conformity

**Goal:** To ensure CDTC is meeting air quality conformity requirements under the Clean Air Act. CDTC’s metropolitan planning area continues to be in ‘Nonattainment’ for the 1997 Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), requiring air quality conformity for TIP projects, and is in ‘Attainment’ for all other NAAQS.

**Actual Performance:**
- Consulted and coordinated with the New York State Interagency Consultation Group (ICG) for three TIP amendments.
- Consulted with the ICG on the assignment of exempt/non-exempt codes to candidate Bridge-NY projects.
- Updated the Albany-Schenectady-Troy 1997 8-Hour Ozone Non-Attainment Area Transportation/Air Quality Conformity Determination, as required for the adoption of the 2022-2027 TIP. Coordinated with the NYSDOT Environmental Science Bureau, Adirondack/Glens Falls Transportation Council, and NYSDOT Regions 1, 2, and 9.
- Participated in statewide bi-monthly New York State Interagency Consultation Group (ICG) meetings.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

### 5.51 Travel Demand Modeling Services

**Goal:** To provide small scale on-demand services to the region’s municipalities for travel demand modeling related to local transportation planning and traffic engineering initiatives.

**Actual Performance:**
- Utilized the CDTC Systematic Transportation Evaluation and Planning (STEP) model to develop future year PM peak hour background traffic assumptions for projects in the City of Schenectady (2), City of Albany, Town of Clifton Park, and NYSDOT.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.
5.61 TIP Project Development Support

**Goal:** To support Transportation Improvement Program sponsors with the development of traffic forecasts and other material for TIP project development and design purposes.

**Actual Performance:**
- Participated in the development of the upcoming Reimagine I-787 Study, including the regional stakeholder’s forum held on February 22, 2023.
- Provided technical support to NYSDOT for the NY 378 Troy-Menands Bridge PEL Study, including preparation of several travel data analyses, and participation on the Study Advisory Committee and the Transportation Partnering Committee.
- Developed a detailed sub-area travel demand model for the NY 378 Troy-Menands Bridge Planning & Environmental Linkages (PEL) Study.
- Developed an analysis of traffic patterns and estimated turning movement volumes for the City of Troy’s NY 2 Corridor Project.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

44.26.00 Planning Emphasis Areas (PEAs)

6.12 Human Service Agency Transportation

**Goal:** To fulfill requirements related to the 5310 Program: Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities and convene the Regional Transportation Coordination Committee (RTCC). The Coordinated Public Transit Human Services Plan for the Capital District was last updated in May 2019.

**Actual Performance:**
- Began the update process for the Coordinated Public Transit Human Services Plan – visited nine congregate meal sites to talk to older adults and collect surveys about transportation needs, distributed a transportation services provider survey, and worked with CDTA to gather input from active STAR (complementary paratransit) riders.
- Maintained the RTCC and held two meetings, generally held quarterly.
- Participated in the Colonie Senior Service Centers Transportation Planning Grant from the National Aging and Disability Transportation Center.
- Coordinated with the Albany Guardian Society, the Albany County Department for Aging, and others to create a collection of resourceful guidance for being a supportive ally to older LGBTQ+ adults.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** The Policy Board approved Resolution 22-2 on June 23rd to amend this task budget.
Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

### 6.13 Transit Planning

**Goal:** To provide transit system planning support to the Capital District Transportation Authority (CDTA) and private operators and to support CDTA in meeting its Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requirements.

**Actual Performance:**
- Completed development of the CDTC/CDTA Bus Lane Feasibility Study
  - Held one Study Advisory Committee meeting, one Leadership Team meeting, and bi-weekly project coordination meetings.
  - Implemented the public participation plan and completed the second round of public outreach.
  - Developed a final report. This study is complete.
- Coordinated with CDTA to:
  - Implement the Washington/Western BRT and Red Line Upgrades projects.
  - Develop the CDTA BRT Expansion Study.
  - As needed, advise and respond to TIP amendments and funding-related requests.
- Participated on the development of the NYSAMPO-led transit data pilot program, the outcome of which will inform a future CDTA Transit Development Plan (TDP).
- Reviewed and summarized the Final Environmental Impact Statement for New York State’s Empire Corridor project.
- Participated in CDTA’s Mobility Hubs project meetings and public outreach efforts.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

### 6.14 Transportation Demand Management Initiatives

**Goal:** To build the capacity of the region to enable travel behavior change through Transportation Demand Management (TDM) initiatives that minimize traffic congestion and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. TDM refers to various programs, policies and services that encourage travel behavior change and more efficient travel patterns such as shifts from peak to off-peak periods, from single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) to other modes including transit, biking, walking, carpooling, and vanpooling, and from dispersed to closer destinations.

**Actual Performance:**
- Signed an MOU with Capital Streets, to take over the planning and execution of 2023’s regional Bike to Work program.
- Provided support to Capital Streets as it planned 2023 regional Bike to Work programming.
- Two staff members attended an online social marketing class through the Center for Urban Transportation Research at the University of South Florida, 1 hour weekly.
• CDTC Intern collected field data and digital images on regional Park & Ride lots, and updated the CDTC Park & Ride database.
• Developed an RFP for a regional commuter survey for release in spring, 2023.
• Processing new GRH enrollment requests, assisting the general public with Park & Ride lot, transit route, carpool and vanpool inquiries on an ad-hoc basis, on-going.
• Staff analyzed regional vanpool origins and other aspects of the vanpool program and met with CDTA to help identify ways to improve its efficacy.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

6.16.1 Safety Planning

Goal: To provide tools, data, and resources to reduce crashes, particularly fatal and serious injury crashes, on all public roads. Following CDTC’s Local Road Safety Action Plan and highlighting a Safe Systems approach, staff will provide resources to empower and enable local governments to access available safety funding.

Actual Performance:
• Utilized the NYSDOT Crash Location Engineering & Analysis Repository Crash Data Viewer to retrieve data for local agencies.
• Continued to include safety messaging on social media.
• Attended USDOT Webinar “FoRRRwD with a Safe System Approach”.
• In conjunction with Task 3.22 Regional Operations/Congestion Management, held two Regional Operations & Safety Advisory Committee meetings.
• Drafted a scope of work, released an RFP, and received six proposals for consultant assistance for a Regional Signal Timing program, which will evaluate timing plans for pedestrians at intersections.
• Attended Saratoga and Schenectady traffic safety board meetings, as well as safety related trainings, webinars, and events.
• Coordinated with FHWA on the recently awarded Safe Streets and Roads for All grant.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

6.16.2 Resilience and Security Planning

Goal: To work with public and private stakeholders to enhance the security of people, operations, assets, and infrastructure by identifying and assessing the vulnerability of Federal-Aid eligible transportation infrastructure and
development guidance to ensure transportation projects are planned, designed, and constructed to be resilient to potential hazards and disruption.

**Actual Performance:**
- Attended Technical Advisory Committee meetings for the Albany County Resiliency Plan.
- Reviewed and provided comments on draft resiliency planning documents.
- Researched methods for assessing climate and hazard risks to transportation infrastructure.
- Coordinated with staff to conduct a basic vulnerability assessment that identified road, bridge, and culvert facilities at-risk from flooding (based on 100- and 500-year floodplain data).
- Coordinated with NYSDOT staff on NYS Hazard Mitigation Plan initiatives and implementation.
- Attended a FHWA webinar about the PROTECT program.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

44.27.00 Other Activities

7.10.1 Town of Colonie GEIS Support

**Goal:** To perform traffic and mitigation cost reviews for land development projects in the Town of Colonie Airport and Boght Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) areas.

**Actual Performance:**
- Completed six GEIS reviews for the Town of Colonie.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.10.2 Town of Malta GEIS Support

**Goal:** To perform traffic and mitigation cost reviews for land development projects in the Town of Malta for the town wide Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS).

**Actual Performance:**
- Completed three GEIS reviews for Town of Malta.
Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.20 Shared Transit Service Planning and Analytics Initiative

Goal: To assess transit mobility planning and analysis tools and conduct pilot studies to apply the tools to ongoing MPO planning activities.

Actual Performance:
- Managed a contracted team led by AVAIL on behalf of the New York State Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO), their planning partners at transit agencies, NYSDOT, and federal partners.
- The four pilot projects were completed, and white papers drafted for advisory committee review.
- The pilots evaluated STOPS, Replica, ArcGIS, TBEST, Open Trip Planner, ESRI Network Analyst, and Conveyal with one parallel analysis run in REMIX. Results will guide recommendations for future use and potential broader statewide hosting of a tool or other resource for use by MPOs, NYSDOT, and Transit Systems in New York State.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.50 Menands Land Use Regulations Update

Goal: To update and revise land use regulations in the Village of Menands to improve walkability, encourage redevelopment of vacant or underutilized commercial sites, and foster infill development and compact design.

Actual Performance:
- SAC meeting to review the full draft report and anticipated outreach for public comment period.
- SAC meeting to present final report and review public comments.
- Project presentation by the consultant to the Village Board and public.
- Final deliverables submitted.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: This study is complete.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.60 Scotia Downtown Connections Plan
Goal: To identify opportunities to improve the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit experience in the Village of Scotia’s Central Business District along Mohawk Avenue (NYS Route 5).

Actual Performance:
• This was completed in May 2022.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: This study is complete.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.70 East & North Greenbush Route 4 Corridor Study Update

Goal: To develop a plan for the Route 4 corridor in the Towns of East and North Greenbush that identifies a preferred corridor profile, based on a representative public input process, and a clear implementation strategy to improve transportation operations.

Actual Performance:
• Continued development of the Route 4 Corridor Study update including:
  o Completed the existing conditions analysis and report.
  o Held one Study Advisory Committee meeting and monthly status update meetings.
  o Completed the first round of public outreach including development of a website, online survey, and a hybrid public meeting.
  o Developed an analysis of historic traffic counts and future growth rates.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.80 City of Troy Federal Street Study

Goal: To explore options to redesign Federal Street into a boulevard bookended with roundabouts at River Street and Sixth Avenue.

Actual Performance:
• Consultant drafted the Federal Street Corridor Study report.
• Draft plan reviewed by the Study Advisory Committee in mid-November.
• The second round of public involvement was conducted in December via an online presentation.
• Public comments were compiled; consultant edited the final report for final Study Advisory Committee review.
• The final report was received from the consultant. This project is complete.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: This study is complete.
**7.85 City of Rensselaer Waterfront Connectivity Study**

**Goal:** To explore multi-modal transportation options to support Hudson River waterfront redevelopment in the north end of the City of Rensselaer.

**Actual Performance:**
- Monthly status meetings and draft concept development meetings were held with the consultant.
- Study Advisory Committee meeting #4 held in Rensselaer City Hall on October 11, 2022.
- Conducted site visit with consultant team and City Staff on November 10, 2022
- Organized and held Second Public Workshop on December 8, 2022.
- Submitted comments on draft corridor concepts; reviewed and submitted comments on draft Final Report.
- Final Report prepared March 2023; project is complete.

** Progress in Meeting Schedule:** This study is complete.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.

**Other Pertinent Supporting Data:** There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

---

**7.86 Town of Brunswick Hoosick Road Corridor Study**

**Goal:** To identify potential solutions to issues associated with traffic through the core commercial area of the Town of Brunswick along NYS Route 7 between the City of Troy boundary and NYS Route 142 (Grange Road) including connecting neighborhood streets.

**Actual Performance:**
- Received two proposals by the September 29, 2022 submission deadline which were reviewed and scored by CDTC staff and consultant selection committee members from the Town of Brunswick and NYSDOT. Contacted references for both firms.
- Creighton Manning Engineers was selected as project consultant.
- Held kickoff meeting on November 28, 2022 and formed the Study Advisory Committee.
- CDTC Staff prepared existing conditions data and provided it to the consultant team.
- Monthly status meetings held with project team.
- Held first Study Advisory Committee meeting on January 25, 2023.
- Draft Existing Conditions report was prepared by the consultant team.
- Corridor traffic model work begun by consultant team.

**Progress in Meeting Schedule:** The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

**Approved UPWP Revisions:** There were no revisions to this task.
Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.87 Sand Creek Road Complete Street Feasibility Study

Goal: To prepare a Complete Street Feasibility Study for Sand Creek Road, from Watervliet Shaker Road to Wolf Road in the Village and Town of Colonie.

Actual Performance:
- Consultant letters of interest were due on October 26, 2022.
- Letters of Interest were reviewed by the consultant selection committee.
- The selection committee met in November to discuss the proposals and select the top ranked firm.
  - The consultant team led by MJ Engineering was selected for the project.
- Project Team kick-off call was held in January.
- The first monthly project status update call and Study Advisory Committee meeting were held in March.
- Consultant collected peak hour traffic counts and turn movement counts for the corridor.
- Consultant developed project website, and technical memo summarizing past planning efforts and project purpose and need statement.
- Consultant is currently developing the Draft Existing Conditions Report.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.

Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.

7.88 City of Schenectady Albany and Crane Streets Linkage Study

Goal: To perform a traffic analysis on in the Albany Street and Crane Street corridors of the City of Schenectady to be used in determining what transportation related projects would most benefit the Mount Pleasant and Hamilton Hill neighborhoods by improving the flow of vehicular traffic, parking availability, safety for pedestrians, cyclists, the disabled, and public transit riders, and the economic success of the commercial businesses.

Actual Performance:
- An evaluation team selected PLACE Alliance with LAnd Art Studio and Creighton Manning Engineering as the consultant team for the project.
- Held a project kick-off meeting with the project sponsor and consultant team.
- Collected and compiled relevant transportation data which was shared with the consultant team and included in the existing conditions report (see also Task 2.28).
- Coordinated a meeting between the consultant team and CDTC staff to discuss the potential use of Replica data for traffic analysis.
- Coordinated with the consultant team to plan and schedule two Study Advisory Committee meetings.
- Reviewed and commented on a Draft Existing Conditions report.

Progress in Meeting Schedule: The schedule was maintained sufficiently.
Approved UPWP Revisions: There were no revisions to this task.

Other Pertinent Supporting Data: There is no pertinent supporting data to be reported.